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BACKGROUND 

When it came time to consider whether I wanted to keep the name of the boat I’d just purchased in 

Ketchikan, Alaska and brought down the Inside Passage, I realized I did want to change her name. I’m a 

firm believer in the power of ritual and myth, and so a boat renaming ritual was in order. But I didn’t 

feel very excited about performing a Greco-Roman boat renaming ritual to Poseidon (Greek)/Neptune 

(Roman). 

There were two main reasons the Greco-Roman ritual didn’t resonate with me: (1) The 

Poseidon/Neptune ritual is based on fear. If you don’t do the renaming ritual something bad will 

happen to your boat. When renaming a boat should be a joyous time for the owner; and, (2) As an 

African-American mariner I felt there had to be a renaming ritual with African roots that would be 

more appealing. 

I have the advantage of being a scholar and student of African mythology. My book The Hero With An 

African Face: Mythic Wisdom of Tradition Africa (Bantam, 1999) is still used in colleges, universities and 

film schools around the world. So, when I couldn’t find an established African boat naming or renaming 

ritual, I felt pretty certain I could create one that was in keeping with African mythic traditions. 

Rituals enact myths. The traditional Greco-Roman boat renaming ritual, for instance, is an enactment 

of the myth of Poseidon/Neptune, the King of the Underseas Realm, who keeps a ledger of boat 

names. So, the first step in creating an African boat naming/renaming ritual was to consider which 

myth would be appropriate to enact. The BaKongo people, of modern day Congo and Angola, have an 

ancient myth of the ruler of the underseas realm named Kalunga-ngombe. There are many similarities 

between Kalunga-ngombe and Poseidon/Neptune, in part because the underwater realm has long 

symbolized the human unconscious in mythic traditions around the world, and even in modern-day 

depth psychology. 

Kalunga-ngombe also has a direct connection to the four cardinal compass directions and therefore the 

winds coming from those directions, as does Poseidon/Neptune have a connection to the winds of the 

four directions, which have Greco-Roman names. Furthermore, ethnographers report that the myth of 

Kalunga-ngombe is one that survived the brutalities of the slave trade and arrived in the Western 

hemisphere with Africans captured and enslaved from the Angola-Congo region. 

So, for all these reasons, an African boat renaming ritual felt right, and I devised the following ritual in 

three parts. Those who have gone through the traditional Greco-Roman boat renaming ritual will 

recognize many similarities. In part, that is because myth at its heart is a tune we all dance to even if 

we hear slight variations in its melody. 

I did not spell out every detail of each step. For instance, prior to Step 1. Purging, the boat owner 

should go through everything on the boat and remove the old name—on the hull, on any 
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documentation aboard, on keychains, etc. The origins of these boat renaming rituals are well before 

the digital age, so I also purged any e-mail, documents, and other electronic information with the 

boat’s old name, since I use my computer and cellphone on the boat. Getting the name off of the hull 

was a small feat because removing the vinyl letters of the previous name exposed smooth, shiny 

gelcoat that stood in stark contrast to the more oxidized gelcoat around it. So, I polished the oxidized 

gelcoat until it came up close to the shine of the gelcoat exposed by removing the previous name. I 

also wrote the old name of the vessel on a small piece of zinc in water-soluble ink for step 1 of the 

ritual. I don’t drink alcohol, but I bought several mini-bar sized bottles of vodka from a local beverage 

store to use in pouring libations. Once done, I systematically went through the following steps, voicing 

my address to Kalunga-ngombe: 

 

STEP 1. PURGING 

Kalunga-ngombe, you are the ruler of all that is below the Kalunga line, which we in the world of the living call 

the horizon. This is the realm known also as Mputu, the realm of our unconscious, the spiritual world, the world 

of our ancestors, the land of death and rebirth. The journey to your realm, Kalunga-ngombe, is one that we all 

take whenever we sleep, and one we must take when we die and return to you. Know that the name of this 

vessel, [Old Vessel Name], has died and will now be forever committed to your realm, and it shall not be seen on 

this vessel above the horizon again. All traces of this name have been removed from this vessel to the best of my 

ability. In committing the name  [Old Vessel Name] to you, Kalunga-ngombe, I drop an ingot bearing the name  

[Old Vessel Name] into the sea where it will ultimately rest in your realm. In gratitude and with honor I offer you 

these libations.  

Pour libations from North to South. 

 

STEP 2. RENAMING 

Kalunga-ngombe, ruler of Mputu, the realm below the horizon, beneath the sea, the realm of the ancestors, the 

spiritual realm, please accept that born from your realm into the world of the living, the physical world, the 

world above the horizon is this vessel I stand on now, whose name is  [New Vessel Name]. Watch over [New 

Vessel Name]. And let the ancestors guide and protect her, ensuring her safe and speedy passage on all of her 

journeys over your realm. In gratitude and with honor I offer you these libations. 

Pour libations from West to East. 

 

STEP 3. OFFERING TO THE WINDS OF THE FOUR DIRECTIONS OF THE DIKENGA 

I will now make a small offering to the winds of the four directions of the dikenga: 
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KALA 

I am facing east, from which direction the winds of Kala blow. 

The question borne by the winds of Kala is: “Why is this vessel important to you now?” 

To which I answer: [After contemplation provide your answer to this question.] 

When the winds of Kala blow from the east let me remember why this vessel came into my life. In gratitude and 

with honor I offer you these libations. 

Pour libations to the east. 

 

TUKULA 

I am facing north, from which direction the winds of Tukula blow. 

The question borne by the winds of Tukula is: “How would you like to be in relationship with this vessel?” 

To which I answer: [After contemplation provide your answer to this question] 

When the winds of Tukula blow from the north, let me remember how I would like to be in relationship with this 

vessel. In gratitude and with honor I offer you these libations. 

Pour libations to the north. 

 

LUVEMBA 

I am facing west, from which direction the winds of Luvemba blow. 

The question borne by the winds of Luvemba is: “What are the obstacles which stand in the way of you being in 

relationship with this vessel in the way you would like?” 

To which I answer: [After contemplation provide your answer to this question] 

When the winds of Luvemba blow from the west, let me remember the obstacles that stand in my way. In 

gratitude and with honor I offer you these libations. 

Pour libations to the west. 

 

MUSONI 

I am facing south, from which direction the winds of Musoni blow. 
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The question borne by the winds of Musoni is: “What are the inner and outer resources I need to draw on to 

overcome these obstacles?” 

To which I answer: [After contemplation provide your answer to this question] 

When the winds of Musoni blow from the south, let me remember the inner and outer resources that I need to 

draw on to overcome any obstacles that I face on this vessel or in my life. In gratitude and with honor I offer you 

these libations. 

Pour libations to the south. 

 

KALA 

I am facing east again, from which direction the winds of Kala blow. 

The final question borne by the winds of Kala is: “What do I now Know about my relationship to this vessel?” 

To which I answer: [After contemplation provide your answer to this question] 

Pour libations a final time to the east. 

 

THE DIKENGA 

Below is the BaKongo Cosmogram, known as the Dikenga, upon which this boat renaming ritual is based. 
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